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KENWORTH DAF IN ADELAIDE WORKED CLOSELY WITH PINNAROO FERTILISER DEPOT ON A NEW 
KENWORTH K200. FOR THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURE SUPPLIER, THE PROCESS OF PURCHASE, 
THROUGH TO CUSTOMISATION AND, FINALLY DELIVERY, HAS PROVEN A MEMORABLE ONE. 

THINGS GROW
F R O M  S M A L L  T H I N G S  B I G

H
eath Boseley and his wife, Rebecca run Pinnaroo 

Fertiliser Depot in the Southern Mallee. They 

deliver to commercial and family owned 

horticulture and broadacre farms across the 

sprawling Mallee region from the South Australian side of the 

border into North western Victoria. Heath and his wife took 

over the family business, founded by his parents in 1971, seven 

years ago. In the beginning, his father, Vincent, lugged 80-pound 

bags of fertiliser which were sewn up and delivered to local 

farms, many of which still grow carrots, onions and potatoes 

today. That process, four decades later, has drastically changed. 

Carrying fertiliser is now done in bulk with a truck and dog 

trailer with a 485 and upwards horsepower prime mover. Having 

recently taken delivery of a Kenworth K200, Heath required a 

vehicle with enough power to increase his carrying capacity, but 

with the ability to negotiate the variable conditions of paddocks 

made dry by drought conditions, where he will leave one tonne 

bulk bags for farmers or refill fertiliser spreaders. In addition to 

this, he needed on-highway capability as he treks with regularity 

to Adelaide.

The twin steer Kenworth K200 1.7 metre day cab tows a three-

axle dog trailer. The combination is rated for 34 tonnes payload. 

Prior to the purchase of the new vehicle, Heath says he was 

approved for 28 tonnes under Performance-Based Standards. 

“That’s why I went to a twin steer as opposed to a single steer so 

I could get more in the truck,” he says. “Beforehand I could only 

get 11.5 tonne carrying capacity so it’s a necessary increase.”

Heath uses a Trout River live bottom ruck body with a rubber 

conveyor floor. The tub which holds 21 cubic metres, pivots 

at the front allowing the rear to raise up three metres from 

the ground using telescopic multistage hydraulic cylinders to 

enable transfer of the fertiliser into super spreaders he positions 

underneath it. Scales are used to measure a known quantity that 

he requires for individual customers to ensure he delivers the 

exact amount ordered.

Prior to buying the Kenworth K200, Heath researched which 

commercial vehicles were available, in the configuration he 

wanted, from other OEMs. Various phone calls lead him to 

speak with Mark Clements, the sales consultant at Kenworth 

DAF in Adelaide. Mark, according to Heath, listened carefully to 

his requirements and the twin-steer options he was considering 

at the time. They soon agreed on the Kenworth K200. From that 

point onwards he was in contact with PACCAR Off Highway 

and Export Manager Phil Webb who wasted little time going 

to work in assessing the ‘nuts and bolts’ involved in spec’ing 

out the new truck. This was all before Heath had settled on the 

price and predelivery.

A revered 40-year veteran in the industry, Phil brought a wealth 

of knowledge to the table according to Heath. “He told me 

how much he was interested in the project and how he wanted 

to tweak the truck to my needs,” he recalls. “That for me, as 

we discussed the possibilities and the justification for why a 

customisation would benefit my operation, was enlightening.”

Phil would often call Heath and suggest ideas. Despite being 
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initially sceptical, Heath, soon warmed 

to the process which he says was a great 

experience.

“Being my first time working in this way 

on a new vehicle like the K200, I didn’t 

know how much they might want to 

change,” he says. “PACCAR were really 

good and adapted to changes without 

a problem. After speaking to them I 

was more than comfortable with the 

possibilities of what we could do and 

eventually did.”

Although the chassis length of the 

Kenworth K200 was the same as his 

previous vehicle, Heath said the position 

of the drive tyres needed to correlate with 

the hydraulic rams, which were fitted to 

the back and not the front, where they 

are customarily found. In consultation 

with Phil, Heath says they also played 

around with the exhaust and air intake, 

having it pushed hard up against the cab 

to allow as much room as possible for 

mounting the bins further forward. The 

idea behind it, as proposed by Phil, was 

so that Heath could take better advantage 

of the twin-steer now that there was more 

weight shifted forward on the axle rather 

than hanging behind it. 

Modifying the air intake and exhaust 

was, for Heath, a significant suggestion in 

which Phil sat down and nutted out the 

idea and designed it accordingly. 

“It was a comprehensive solution which 

benefited my operation including the 

other details we discussed like where to 

situate the mud guards and the cab-lift 

jack,” he says. 

That fix alone provided by PACCAR has 

helped increase his carrying capacity 

almost immediately. It’s something he 

could not have achieved with a single 

steer option.

“Because it’s a twin steer and given I was 

carrying 28 tonnes beforehand, and I’m 

now carrying 34 tonnes, I’m getting an 

18 per cent increase in efficiencies which 

is a lot more tonnes delivered on less fuel 

and less wear and tear,” Heath says.

His first experience spec’ing out a truck 

from PACCAR, he says has been a 

good one.

The entire process from looking at the 

truck to having it delivered in his depot 

Heath moved to a twin steer 
Kenworth K200 in order to 
increase his carrying capacity.
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with the bin built for it took around 

18 months.

“I spoke with some other trucking 

companies who had been part of the 

PACCAR design process and they 

couldn’t speak more highly enough 

about it,” he says. “And neither can I.” 

The new Kenworth K200, according to 

Heath, removes the need for a loader or 

an elevator on the site. 

“For deliveries, we’ve managed to get it 

down to a simple process where we can 

arrive, lift it up, unload and leave,” he 

says. “I was a bit worried at first about 

the twin steer and the manoeuvrability 

in paddocks.” 

As the K200 has the same chassis 

length as his previous truck, he was 

concerned that the turning circle under 

load might have increased. He need not 

have worried.

Despite enduring drought in 2018 

growers in the Mallee enjoyed reasonable 

success having changed their practice 

to hay cutting by segregating paddocks, 

in which, come preharvest, the badly 

affected areas are cut for hay and the less 

affected areas are harvested for grain, 

according to Heath. Throughput is likely 

to be a little down as a result, but the 

industry is vibrant thanks to middle-

aged and younger farmers putting 

innovation and know-how to use with 

the horticulture market having bounced 

back from drought only two years prior 

when river water restrictions from the 

Murray-Darling Basin were lifted.

“That sector is fairly vibrant now with 

reasonable prices as well,” Heath says. 

“We’ve come through that period of dry 

soils and low traction so hopefully the 

conditions don’t stay like this forever 

and the traction improves with the 

soil. I’m amazed how well the twin 

steer actually holds the road and how 

easy and manoeuvrable they are. Many 

people have asked me the same thing 

about a twin steer and I think they’ll 

increase in favour, among operators as 

we go along.”  

The driver appointment, Heath 

explains, is excellent on the Kenworth 

K200. He feels less fatigued when he 

finishes a long shift, another of the 

many improvements he has observed 

upgrading his prime mover.

“It’s definitely less taxing to operate,” 

he says. “I find the driver is not as tired 

getting out of this truck at the end of the 

day, unlike the previous vehicle.” 

With Pinnaroo Fertiliser Depot showing 

growth and the experience of working 

with PACCAR and Kenworth DAF in 

Adelaide fresh in the memory, Heath is 

already contemplating the next truck.

“I’d definitely go back again. Once the 

piggy bank recovers that’s something I 

will definitely do in the future,” he says. 

“From small things big things grow.” 

PACCAR were really good and adapted to changes 
without a problem. After speaking to them I was 
more than comfortable with the possibilities of 
what we could do and eventually did.
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